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Abstract
Explanations help develop a better understanding of the
rationale behind the predictions of a deep neural network
and improve trust. We propose an explainable observer-
classifier framework that exposes the steps taken through
the decision-making process in a transparent manner. In-
stead of assigning a label to an image in a single step,
our model makes iterative binary sub-decisions, and as a
byproduct reveals a decision tree in the form of an in-
trospective explanation. In addition, our model creates
rationalizations as it assigns each binary decision a se-
mantic meaning in the form of attributes imitating human-
annotations. On six benchmark datasets with increas-
ing size and granularity, our model outperforms classical
decision-trees and generates easy-to-understand binary de-
cision sequences explaining the network’s predictions.
1. Introduction
Often the classification decision of a deep neural network
(DNN) is hard to interpret, hindering its practical employ-
ment in critical applications such as health-care. An ex-
planation can help an end-user to establish trust or help a
machine-learning practitioner to understand or debug deep
models. We distinguish between two types of explanations:
post-hoc rationalizations and introspections. The former is
generated by a second neural network that justifies the out-
put of the decision maker, e.g., a language model explaining
the classification decision of a vision model by mentioning
discriminative features of the object [11, 12]. Post-hoc ra-
tionales help the end user to understand the model by gen-
erating explanations in a way similar to how humans justify
behaviors/decisions of each other, e.g., “The car is acceler-
ating because there are no other car in its lane” [16]. On the
other hand, introspections may reveal the internal thought
process of the decision maker to help a machine learning
practicioner to understand of the model, e.g., by visualiz-
ing features [36, 43, 34, 37], saliency maps [35, 29], in-
terpretable features [1], and modular networks [3]. In this
work, we combine both of these traits in a single model.
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Figure 1: Our explainable decision tree model is composed
of two agents. The decision-tree classifier (blue) asks ques-
tions that expect a yes/no answer from the binary-attribute
observer (red). At every step, the classifier uses the binary
response to update its class prediction. The thought process
resembles a binary decision tree.
We propose to formulate the classification task as a com-
munication protocol between two agents. Our Explainable
Observer-Classifier (XOC) framework exposes a decision
path in the form of an explainable decision tree by breaking
down the decision process into many small decisions (see
Figure 1). Our setup consists of a decision-tree classifier
(blue) agent and a binary-attribute observer (red) agent. The
blue agent does not have access to any image information,
but instead has to infer the image class by asking binary
questions about the image. The red agent tries to answer
these questions with yes/no by looking at the image. This
process is repeated until the classifier reaches a decision
about the image class. For instance in Figure 1, by asking if
the object is furry and receiving the answer “yes”, the clas-
sifier learns that the object is an animal rather than a vehi-
cle. The second question – “does it have whiskers?” – then
allows the classifier to discriminate between the remaining
two classes (cat and dog) to conclude that the object is a
dog. The introspective explanations correspond to the bi-
nary subdecisions that form an interpretable decision tree
whereas the post-hoc rationales are obtained by condition-
ing the binary answers to a set of human-interpretable class-
attributes, giving the communication a semantic meaning.
Our contributions are: 1) We propose to integrate in-
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trospection and post-hoc explanations into a single frame-
work where two agents collaboratively solve an image-
classification task via explainable binary decisions. 2) We
showcase on six datasets that our model outperforms classic
decision trees and qualitatively demonstrate that our model
learns attributes that lead to explainable decision chains. 3)
We propose zero-shot learning as a testbed for interpretabil-
ity and show that our learned attributes outperform semantic
embeddings extracted from Wikipedia.
2. Related Work
We review prior work on deep learning with decision
trees, multi-agent communication, and interpretable ma-
chine learning related to ours.
Decision Trees with Neural Networks. Adaptive Neural
Trees [38] directly model the neural network as a decision
tree, where each node and edge correspond to one or more
modules of the network. Our model is self-adapting by us-
ing a recurrent network in the classifier that can be easily
rolled out to a greater depth without changing the architec-
ture or number of weights. The prior work closest to ours is
the Deep Neural Decision Forest (dNDF) [19], which first
uses a CNN to determine the routing probabilities on each
node and then combines nodes to an ensemble of decision
trees that jointly make the prediction. Our method differs
in that we focus on explainability by explicitly only consid-
ering a hard binary decision at each node while dNDF uses
soft decisions, making a large portion of the tree responsible
for the predictions, and, thus, it is harder to interpret.
Multi-Agent Communication. Learning to communicate
in a multi-agent setting has gained interest with the emer-
gence of deep reinforcement learning [9, 10, 22, 4, 15, 7, 6].
For instance, image reference games are used to study the
emergence of language [22] and how agents can learn to
communicate more effectively even when concepts are be-
ing misunderstood [6]. Most related to our work, [9] pro-
pose the use of an agent that composes a message of cate-
gorical symbols and another agent that uses the information
in these messages to solve a referential game. For discrete
symbols, they also rely on the Gumbel-softmax estimator,
but, in contrast to our model, the focus is not on explain-
ability, i.e., it does not allow the fine-grained introspection.
Explainability. The importance of explanations for an
end-user has been studied from the psychological perspec-
tive [24, 27], showing that humans use explanations as a
guidance for learning and understanding by building infer-
ences and seeking propositions or judgments that enrich
their prior knowledge about the goal in question.
Explainability has been recently growing as a field in
computer vision and machine learning [11, 28, 3, 44]. Tex-
tual explanations are explored by [11] where the task is to
generate sentences that realize class specificity and image
relevance. [3] compose collections of jointly trained neural
modules into deep networks for question answering by de-
composing the questions into their linguistic substructures
and using these structures to dynamically instantiate modu-
lar networks with reusable components. As for visual expla-
nations, [44] propose to apply a prediction-difference anal-
ysis to a specific input. [28] utilize a visual-attention mod-
ule that justifies the predictions of deep networks. Grad-
CAM [34] uses the gradients of any target concept to pro-
duce a localization map highlighting the important regions
in the image that lead to the prediction based on an inter-
mediate network layer. FullGrad [37] combines importance
scores of both the intermediate feature maps and the input
to capture both local and global relevance with respect to
the network’s output. Interpretable CNNs [41] modify the
convolutional layer, such that each filter map corresponds to
an object part in the image, and a follow-up work [42] uses
a classical decision tree to explain the predictions based on
the learned object-part filters. [5] establishes the connection
between causality and network attribution and [33] propose
a model agnostic way of training a causal explanation model
that interprets a given predictive model.
Following the convention of [28], our model combines
introspective explanations where a deep network as the de-
cision maker is trained to explain its own decision with post-
hoc rationalizations which is useful in increasing trust for
the end user in a single framework.
3. Explainable Observer-Classifier (XOC)
Our XOC model is set up as a sequential interaction
between two agents to solve an image-classification task
through communication. Having two different agents in-
sures the two types of explanations that our framework pro-
vides. The classifier’s decision tree allows introspection
while the observer’s predicted attributes provide rationales
to make the communication human-understandable. In the
following, we first explain how the observer-classifier com-
munication is achieved and then detail the two agents in our
XOC framework, i.e., the decision tree classifier and the bi-
nary attribute observer.
3.1. Observer-Classifier Communication
For any single image, our classifier starts with no prior
knowledge. It sends a query message ct to the observer
requesting information about the image x or pre-extracted
image features z. The observer answers the query ct in re-
gard to the image x with a binary response dt ∈ {0, 1}.
The classifier uses dt to update its belief on the class y that
the image belongs to. This constitutes one iteration t of the
observer-classifier communication. The interaction repeats
until a maximum number of steps is reached or until the
classifier is confident in its decision. The objective of the
two agents is to jointly learn to communicate the most im-
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Figure 2: XOC Model. A single communication step is shown. The decision-tree classifier uses the hidden state ht−1 of its
LSTM (yellow) to choose a single attribute act through its fQuestMLP. The classifier requests from the observer whether the
attribute is present or absent in the image. The binary-attribute observer uses its fAttrMLP to decide about the presence/absence
of attributes in the image using CNN features z. As a binary response the observer returns its prediction dt = aˆct . Finally,
the classifier updates its state ht with the binary response to improve its classification prediction yˆt.
portant bit of information about the image at each time step,
such that the classifier’s label prediction improves.
Communication Protocol. Each word in the vocabulary
corresponds to a binary attribute a ∈ A that the observer
predicts about a given image. The observer can learn to
attach a human-understandable meaning to the words when
annotated attribute data is available. This vocabulary is usu-
ally different for each dataset, but otherwise remains fixed.
At each communication step t, the classifier chooses one
attribute act from the vocabulary, identified by its index ct,
and requests the presence or absence of this attribute in the
image. The observer then provides this binary information
dt based on its own prediction. We deliberately limit the ob-
server’s messages to be binary as for humans, clear yes/no
answers are easier to interpret than probability values.
Discrete Messages. Both the classifier and the observer
communicate with discrete messages. The classifier indi-
cates the attribute whose presence/absence is desired via the
attribute index ct and the observer produces the binary re-
sponse dt. We need to ensure that ct and dt are discrete sig-
nals, while at the same time being differentiable to train the
model end-to-end. The Gumbel-softmax estimator [14, 25]
allows to sample from a discrete categorical distribution via
the reparameterization trick [18, 31] to obtain the gradients
of this sampling process. To get a discrete sample with the
Gumbel-softmax estimator, we sample gi from a Gumbel
distribution and then compute a continuous relaxation of the
categorical distribution
GumbelSoftmax(logpi)i =
exp((log pii + gi)/τ)∑K
j=1 exp((log pij + gj)/τ)
(1)
where log pi are the unnormalized log-probabilities of the
categorical distribution and τ is the temperature that param-
eterizes the discrete approximation. When τ approaches 0,
the output becomes a one-hot vector (binary when K = 2)
and otherwise, it is a continuous signal.
Popular training strategies include annealing the param-
eter τ over time or augmenting the Gumbel-softmax with
an argmax function that discretizes the activation in the
forward pass and a straight-through identity function in the
backward pass. We resort to the second strategy as it guar-
antees the communication signals to always be discrete dur-
ing training.
3.2. Decision-Tree Classifier
The main output of the classifier is the classification de-
cision. The decision tree is a byproduct obtained by restrict-
ing the observer’s response to be binary. Since the classi-
fier only takes discrete inputs, we can map out all possible
binary sequence paths up to a desired length at test time,
which provides us with a binary tree structure.
We construct the classifier as an LSTM [13] and a
question-decoder module, Question MLP (see Figure 2).
The LSTM contains a hidden state ht that encodes both the
information the classifier gathers about the image and the
question the classifier wants to pose to the observer.
To decide which attribute information to request, the
classifier uses fQuestMLP decoding the last hidden state ht−1
into a categorical distribution
log p(ct|ht−1) = fQuestMLP(ht−1) (2)
where p(ct|ht−1) indicates the likelihood of requesting a
particular attribute from the observer. We denote the at-
tribute index ct ∈ {1, . . . , |A|} as a sample from p(ct|ht−1)
obtained by applying the Gumbel-softmax estimator
ct = GumbelSoftmax(fQuestMLP(ht−1)). (3)
Hence, ct becomes a scalar index communicated to the ob-
server, which, in return, responds whether the attribute with
that index is present or absent in the image.
After each iteration of the communication loop, the clas-
sifier updates its hidden state with the new information from
the observer’s binary response dt to update its internal state
ht = LSTM(ht−1, dt). (4)
Apart from generating the question, the hidden state ht is
also used to predict the class label
yˆt = softmax(Wht + b) (5)
optimized with parameters W and b.
Since the primary objective of the classifier is to maxi-
mize the classification performance, we minimize the cross-
entropy loss of the predicted class probabilities yˆt and the
true class probabilities y:
L = 1
T
T∑
t=1
LCE(y, yˆt) = − 1
T
T∑
t=1
∑
i
yi log yˆt,i. (6)
By averaging the cross-entropy loss over all T time steps,
we encourage the model to predict the correct class in as
few communication steps as possible.
3.3. Binary Attribute Observer
The observer converts the binary responses of the clas-
sifier to human interpretable attributes via an attribute-
prediction module, Attribute MLP (see Figure 2) by pre-
dicting a set of learned binary attributes aˆ about the image,
independent of the classifier’s query. To do this, the ob-
server feeds its CNN image features z to fAttrMLP that mod-
els a probability distribution over a set of learned binary
attributes
log p(aˆ|z) = fAttrMLP(z). (7)
By applying the Gumbel softmax estimator, we obtain bi-
nary attributes aˆ ∈ {0, 1}|A|, an instantiation of p(aˆ|z):
aˆ = GumbelSoftmax(fAttrMLP(z)). (8)
The predicted attributes aˆ are either discovered end-to-end
with a classification loss as formulated in Equation 6 or they
correspond to human-interpretable concepts formalized by
the attribute loss as in Equation 9.
Whenever the classifier requests a particular attribute
with its query ct, the observer simply returns the binarized
attribute of the specified index to the observer. We denote
this selection operation as dt = aˆct .
Attribute Loss. Minimizing the classification loss at each
time step is equivalent to finding the binary split of the data
that reduces the class-distribution entropy the most. In this
regard, it is similar to what is usually referred to as infor-
mation gain in classical decision trees. However, a split that
best separates the data is not always easy to interpret, es-
pecially when the features used to do this split result from
a non-linear transformation such as, in our case, with the
perception CNN.
We propose to learn attributes aˆ that align with class-
level human-annotated attributes α, and thus, making them
interpretable. A second cross-entropy term encourages this
correspondence:
L = 1
T
T∑
t=1
[
LCE(y, yˆt) + λLCE(αy,ct , aˆct)
]
(9)
weighted by a hyperparameter λ. Here, αy,ct corresponds
to the ground-truth attribute label of class y that matches the
observer’s response aˆct . The final loss (L) encourages the
network to learn attributes that agree with human-annotated
attributes while optimizing for classification accuracy. Note
that the attribute loss is only imposed on those attributes
employed by the model. If an attribute is deemed to not
be useful, e.g., if an attribute is weak or hard to predict, the
classifier can learn to ignore requesting that attribute. In that
case, the attribute loss is not applied on that attribute, focus-
ing the observer’s training signal on predicting informative
attributes.
When λ > 0, our model learns to use ground-truth at-
tributes in order to give the binary splits a semantic mean-
ing. In this case, we can translate the communication into
natural language. For instance, the classifier’s question
for attribute with index ct can be interpreted as “does it
have whiskers?” when act corresponds to attribute “has
whiskers”. When λ = 0, our model does not use any
human-annotated attributes and automatically discovers at-
tributes with no additional supervision. Either of these set-
tings may be desirable given the application as we empiri-
cally show in the following section.
4. Experiments
In this section, we describe our experimental setup, pro-
vide quantitative and qualitative results demonstrating the
performance of our model, and evaluate our learned at-
tributes in zero-shot learning.
4.1. Experimental Setup
Datasets and attributes. We experiment on six datasets
(see Table 1 for a summary of dataset statistics). The
small-scale MNIST [23] consists of 60K/10K training/test
examples from 10 handwritten digits and CIFAR-10 [20]
contains 50K/10K training/test examples from 10 classes
AWA2 CUB aPY MNIST CIFAR-10 ImageNet
Attributes available not available
# of images 37K 11K 15K 70K 60K 1.2M
# of classes 50 200 24 10 10 1K
Dataset size medium small large
Difficulty coarse fine coarse fine
Table 1: A summary of the datasets in terms of the avail-
ability of attributes, number of images/classes, dataset size
(medium, small, and large-scale) and difficulty (coarse-
grained and fine-grained)
whereas the large-scale ImageNet [32] contains 1.2 million
high-resolution images from 1000 categories. We validate
our model on classification accuracy on MNIST, CIFAR-10,
and ImageNet as human-annotated attributes are not avail-
able. AWA2 [21], CUB [39], aPY [8] are three benchmark
attribute datasets proposed by the computer vision com-
munity. AWA2 comprises 37, 322 images from 50 animal
classes annotated with 85 attributes, e.g., furry, red, etc.,
while CUB contains 11, 788 images from 200 different bird
species with 312 attributes, and aPY contains 15, 339 im-
ages from 32 classes with 64 attributes.
Our XOC with the attribute loss requires ground-truth
attributes. The attributes are collected manually by asking
the relevance of an attribute for each class to experts. Since
our model does not consider splits on soft probabilities but
rather on hard binary decisions, it is beneficial to have bi-
nary attribute data. We binarize the attributes on all datasets
with a threshold at 0.5, i.e., an attribute is present if more
than 50% of the annotations agree.
Experimental setting. Unless it is stated explicitly, for all
experiments across the datasets we randomly assign 20% of
each class as test data for image classification when an offi-
cial classification test set is not provided. We randomly split
10% of the training data as a validation set to tune hyperpa-
rameters. The MLPs consist of two layers with a ReLU non-
linearity in between. It is beneficial to learn the temperature
hyper-parameter τ of the Gumbel-softmax estimator jointly
with the network so we only choose an initial value for τ .
During training, we always roll out the decision sequence
to a maximum number of steps and during testing we stop
as soon as the classifier reaches a confidence level specified
by a threshold parameter (or once the maximum number
of decisions is reached, whatever happens first). We run
all experiments 5 times and report the mean and standard
deviation of the performance measures, e.g., classification
accuracy. Values for all hyperparameters can be found in
the supplementary material.
4.2. Baseline and Ablation Study
In this section, we compare our model XOC and its ab-
lation IOC with two classical decision tree baselines XDT
and DT as explained below. Note that the image features are
extracted from a simple CNN for MNIST, ResNet-18 for
CIFAR-10, and ResNet-152 pre-trained on ImageNet and
fine-tuned on each of the datasets for AWA2, aPY, CUB
and ImageNet. The resulting softmax classifier serves as
non-explainable deep neural network that corresponds to
the upper bound 1. After this pretraining, we fix the weights
of the perception module and extract the same z for our
explainable and introspective observer-classifier, i.e., XOC
and IOC, as well as the explainable and non-explainable de-
cision tree, i.e., XDT and DT.
Our model and ablations. Our Explainable Observer-
Classifier (XOC) model uses the attribute loss to incorpo-
rate explainable binary decisions. Hence, this model pro-
vides both introspection and rationalization. On the other
hand, our Introspective Observer-Classifier (IOC) does not
use an attribute loss, and therefore purely optimizes clas-
sification performance. Although it does not associate the
binary decision with human-interpretable attributes, i.e., no
rationalization, this model still provides a tree of the deci-
sion process, i.e., introspection.
Baselines. Our first baseline is the classical decision tree
(DT) on top of the same image features z from the per-
ceptual module. At each time step, the dataset is split us-
ing a single dimension of z until a leaf node only contains
samples of the same class or a regularization strategy leads
to early stopping. In this case, no semantic meaning is at-
tached to a split in the tree so this model served as a baseline
for IOC, only introspection and no rationalization.
To be directly comparable with XOC, we incorporate ra-
tionalizations into the decision tree baseline and call it the
Explainable Decision Tree (XDT) as our second baseline.
We give each split a semantic meaning by training a tree
on top of predicted attributes. First, we train a MLP on
top of the image features z to predict the binarized class
attributes for each image using a binary cross-entropy loss
analogously to the attribute loss of our XOC model. Sec-
ondly, we fit a decision tree on these predicted attributes for
each image to determine the class label. Equivalently to our
XOC model, the explainable decision-tree baseline splits on
whether an attribute is present or not.
For these decision tree baselines, we use the Gini im-
purity index as splitting criterion because it has a slight
computational advantage over entropy-based methods [30],
such as information gain. We report the outcome with
the best validation results after randomized hyperparameter
1Note that, the non-explainable state-of-the art for AWA2, aPY, CUB,
MNIST, CIFAR-10 and ImageNet is 96.04%, 88.78%, 80.12%, 99.28%,
93.02%, 73.01% respectively.
Model AWA2 aPY CUB MNIST CIFAR-10 ImageNet
DT (baseline) 78.03 ± 0.39 64.29 ± 0.64 19.33 ± 0.29 93.08 ± 0.22 92.46 ± 0.18 55.21 ± 1.03
IOC (ours) 95.34 ± 0.19 82.59 ± 0.81 70.55 ± 0.38 99.06 ± 0.10 93.12 ± 0.32 60.77 ± 3.58
XDT (baseline) 73.92 ± 0.93 59.90 ± 1.45 04.87 ± 1.31 N/A N/A N/A
XOC (ours) 89.78 ± 2.50 76.69 ± 3.95 44.68 ± 6.15 N/A N/A N/A
Table 2: Comparing our model XOC (with attributes) and its ablation IOC (without attributes) to the decision-tree baselines
XDT and DT respectively (for XOC, λ = 0.25). MNIST, CIFAR-10 and ImageNet do not have attributes, i.e., XOC and XDT
are not applicable. We report the standard deviation over 5 runs. The rationalizations are not available (N/A) for MNIST,
CIFAR-10 and ImageNet as these datasets do not have human-annotated attributes.
search on regularization parameters, i.e., minimum sample
size for splits, minimum reduction in impurity per split.
Results. From the results in Table 2 we observe that our
model variants consistently outperform the decision-tree
variants across all datasets. On CUB specifically, the clas-
sification accuracy of IOC is 3.5 times higher than DT
(70.55% vs 19.33%) and XOC is 11 times higher than XDT
(44.68% vs 4.87%). The decisions on fine-grained datasets,
e.g. CUB, are extremely challenging to explain because
they rely on nuances. As it is hard for non-experts to judge
the correctness of the predictions, explanations in this do-
main are particularly important.
ImageNet poses an extreme challenge for being a large-
scale dataset that requires significantly bigger trees than the
other datasets. As increasing the tree depth simply trans-
lates to increasing the number of binary decisions, i.e., time
steps of the Observer-Classifier communication, our model
scales linearly with the depth of the tree while the num-
ber of weights stays constant as opposed to classical de-
cision trees that grow exponentially with the depth of the
tree. Hence, in addition to outperforming the decision-tree
baseline in terms of accuracy (60.77% vs 55.21%), our IOC
model scales better with increasing tree size.
We also observe a tradeoff between classification accu-
racy and explainability across all datasets, e.g., classifica-
tion accuracy decreases with improved explainability. In
other words, introspective observer classifier (IOC) with-
out the attribute loss achieves higher accuracy than explain-
able observer-classifier (XOC) with the attribute loss. Al-
though for the challenging fine-grained dataset CUB the gap
is larger, for the coarse-grained attribute datasets such as
AWA2 and aPY, the gap reduces as expected. The CUB
dataset is more challenging due to its fine grained nature
as distinguishing between closely related classes requires a
large number of class attributes, which leads to sparse at-
tribute vectors and an imbalanced decision tree.
Compared to the Decision Tree baselines of their kind,
i.e., IOC vs DT and XOC vs XDT, our model variants
achieve significantly higher accuracy across all datasets. By
Images AWA2 aPY CUB
Correct 97.22 ± 0.71 89.55 ± 1.67 75.27 ± 0.28
Incorrect 83.95 ± 1.57 74.39 ± 3.70 71.52 ± 2.35
All 96.16 ± 0.92 84.45 ± 0.82 72.94 ± 0.59
Table 3: Agreement of XOC attributes with human-labeled
attributes. We report the agreement in percent on correctly
/ incorrectly classified images and their average.
jointly optimizing the classification loss and the attribute
loss, our XOC model can choose to ignore attributes that
are not suitable for good decision-tree splits since predicting
these attribute would only contribute to a larger penalty in
the attribute loss. We specifically design the attribute loss,
such that it only acts on attributes our XOC model uses.
As a side-note, although our introspective model (IOC)
works with constrained single-bit communications to im-
prove explainability, it succeeds in maintaining the accu-
racy of the non-explainable state-of-the-art on the medium
or small-scale and coarse-grained datasets such as AWA2
(95.34% vs 96.04%), MNIST (99.06% vs 99.28%), and
CIFAR-10 (93.12% vs 93.02%) which is already quite en-
couraging.
4.3. Agreement with Human-Judgement
The attribute datasets contain the information that for ev-
ery image a certain attribute is present or absent judged by
an expert annotator. Using these expert judgements, we can
evaluate our XOC model on how accurate its explainable
decisions are. We extract the binary decisions of XOC (with
λ = 0.25) on the test set of AWA2, aPY, and CUB and cal-
culate the percentage of how often a predicted attribute of
XOC matched the ground-truth human label on a per-image
basis. Thus, the agreement for a single image is calculated
as 1T
∑
t 1αy,ct=aˆct .
We report the attribute agreement averaged by the cor-
rectly or incorrectly classified images and all images in Ta-
ble 3. Across datasets, the agreement drops significantly
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Figure 3: Learned explainable decisions on AWA2 by our XOC model. We show the decision tree of the most likely path for
each class, i.e., introspection, and give each decision a human-understandable meaning, i.e., rationalization. The tree exposes
the thought process of our model, e.g., it decides to separate meat-eating animals from all other animals in the first step.
whenever an image is incorrectly classified. For instance
while the agreement between human annotators and our
learned attributes for correctly classified images is 97.22%
on AWA2, it reduces to 83.95% for incorrectly classified
images. Note that on an average our learned attributes are
in line with the human judgement, e.g., 96.16% on AWA2.
This shows that our model is faithful to its explanations as
judged by experts.
The practical implication of this experiment is as fol-
lows. Since humans understand the individual interpretable
concepts, a user can spot inconsistencies in the explanation
and, based on that, identify wrong predictions during test
time because the explanation is flawed more often whenever
the model is making a mistake. This is a step towards one
of the goals of explainable AI, i.e., to allow users to make
judgement calls whether or not to trust the system based on
its explanations.
4.4. Qualitative Results
The main premise of our explainable observer-classifier
(XOC) model is that the decision making process is ex-
plained by pointing to the tree branch, into which a cer-
tain image falls, and by the attribute being chosen at each
node. By visualizing the tree, the user can get an explain-
able overview of the internal decision process of the whole
classifier.
We inspect the learned structure of the decision tree by
illustrating the splits from our model on AWA2 in Fig-
ure 3, where the left and right sub-tree indicates that the
attribute is present or absent respectively. The first deci-
sion deals with identifying meat-eating animals, separating
dogs, bears, cats, big cats, and foxes from all the other ani-
mals. These categories get further refined with each binary
split building a hierarchical clustering that defines the XOC
model’s decision structure. Since the pool of attributes de-
Figure 4: Learned decision tree on CIFAR-10 by our IOC
ablation model which does not use attribute data, i.e., deci-
sions cannot be named. We show the decision tree of the
most likely path for each class, i.e., we can introspect that
our model decides to separate animals from vehicles first.
termines the vocabulary of the explanations, it is worth con-
sidering different types of attributes depending on the use
case, e.g., when one desires to only use visual attributes.
On the other hand, our introspective observer-classifier
(IOC) ablation model does not use the attribute loss, expos-
ing the decision tree structure without assigning a semantic
meaning to the decisions. Although IOC fails to assign an
attribute to each branch, it still provides introspection into
the model’s intermediate class splits and can be applied on
datasets without attribute information. Figure 4 shows the
decision tree of IOC when applied on CIFAR-10, where we
observe that the model separates the animal classes from the
vehicles in the first binary decision.
Zooming into the decision process on AWA2, we can in-
vestigate how our model treats counterfactuals, i.e., nega-
tive decisions. This is useful for the user as explanations are
often contrastive [12]. In Figure 5, when an image is mis-
classified, we inspect the point in the tree where the error
Has stripesMeateater Hunter Stalker Strong
Not a 
meateater
Not a 
hunter
Not a 
stalker Not strong
Lives near 
bushes
Not living 
near bushes No stripes
Figure 5: Decision process for two tiger images in AWA2 along with the current label prediction at each step. The lower
(upper) path is taken when the attribute is present (absent) for a given class. Both images follow the same path except for the
last decision of “stripes”. For the white tiger as there are no stripes and it gets classified incorrectly as a lion.
side information AWA2 (d) aPY (d) CUB (d)
w2v learned 41.0 (400) 34.6 (400) 25.9 (400)
IOC att learned 54.1 (40) 36.0 (30) 43.6 (100)
att expert 66.2 (85) 38.0 (64) 47.6 (312)
Table 4: Zero-shot learning with human-annotated at-
tributes (att), attributes learned by our IOC (IOC att, i.e.,
λ = 0), by Word2Vec (w2v). (d = dimension)
occurred, exposing detailed information of when the image
is mistaken to be from another class. The lower path cor-
responds to when the model thinks the attribute is present
for a given class. Both images follow the same path for
five decisions, the error occurs in the sixth decision. For
the white tiger, our model decides “no stripes” and incor-
rectly classifies it as a lion. In addition, our XOC model
depicts its current belief of the correct class at any time dur-
ing the process, i.e., probability plots at every branch. This
also reveals some critical binary decisions, when the pre-
dicted class changes drastically, such as the “has stripes”
decision. This way, a user inspecting the individual ratio-
nals can make a more informed decision on the value of the
model’s predictions.
4.5. Zero-Shot Learning as a Testbed
Explanations are useful when they enable solving an in-
dependent task [24]. We argue that zero-shot learning (ZSL)
is suitable for this purpose because solving this task requires
using interpretable features as side information. Hence, the
attribute quality directly affects the ZSL performance and
evaluating our model on this task shows the effectiveness of
our learned attributes.
In ZSL since the training and test classes are disjoint, to
predict the unseen class for a query image the model needs
to transfer information using some form of side information,
e.g., expert-annotated attributes. For a fair comparison, i.e.,
in order not to use any expert annotation, we set λ = 0 as
in our IOC model. After obtaining the probabilities of each
learned binary attribute via softmax, we stack the attributes
in a per-class attribute vector and scale the attribute values
to be between -1 and 1. For a particular class, the attributes
are averaged over all images of the dataset. We use the same
image features and proposed train-test split as in [40]. For
zero-shot prediction, we use the SJE [2] technique and com-
pare ours with another learned embedding, Word2Vec [26].
Our results in Table 4 show that the attributes learned
by our IOC model achieve 54.1% accuracy, significantly
outperforming Word2Vec with 41.0%. This behavior gen-
eralizes to other datasets. In fact, on aPY our learned at-
tributes come close to the performance of human-annotated
attributes (36.0% vs 38.0%). Moreover on the CUB dataset,
our model outperforms Word2Vec by a large margin (43.6%
vs 25.9%). This result is encouraging as it demonstrates
that our learned attributes lead to discriminative and inter-
pretable representations that are useful for tackling the chal-
lenging task of zero-shot learning. It also shows that our
model learns representations more discriminative than the
ones extracted from Wikipedia while being much lower di-
mensional, i.e., 40 vs 400 on AWA2, 30 vs 400 on aPy and
100 vs 400 on CUB. These results suggest that the hierarchi-
cal clustering from our decision tree carries an interpretable
meaning without requiring any expert annotation.
5. Conclusion
In this work, we presented a two-agent framework
that tackles the image-classification task using human-
interpretable binary decisions as a hierarchical decision pro-
cess. Trained end-to-end, our model achieves competi-
tive accuracy to the state-of-the-art non-explainable mod-
els by revealing its internal thought process, i.e., intro-
spection, and by relating its binary decisions to human-
understandable concepts, i.e., rationalization. As indicated
by our results that compare human-annotated attributes with
our learned attributes, the hierarchical clustering and ex-
plainable binary decisions allow the user to better under-
stand the iterative predictions of the network as well as help
identify failure cases at test time. Proposing zero-shot learn-
ing as a testbed to evaluate explanations, we show promis-
ing results validating that our model indeed learns transfer-
able and discriminative binary features across classes.
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Supplementary Material for
Explainable Observer-Classifier for Explainable Binary Decisions
A. Qualitative Results on aPY
We trained our XOC model on the aPY dataset equivalently as on AWA2 reported in the paper. In Figure 6, we show the
explainable decision tree learned by our XOC model. The left/right path of each node indicates the presence/absence of the
human-interpretable attribute used to make the decision. In Figure 7, we illustrate a qualitative example of the classification
of two images of chairs made by our model. Both follow the upper branch that indicates the chairs are not furry, not a vertical
object, not from metal, and do not have a snout. In the last shown step that decides whether or not it is made of wood, the
decision is different for the chairs, and the one not made of wood according to our model is ultimately classified incorrectly.
This serves as another example of introspection that our model allows to make a more informed decision about the value of
the network’s prediction.
Is furry
Has tail
Has 
beak
Has 
glass
Not vertical
Has legs
Metal
Not furry
Is verticalNo tail
Not 
metal
No 
legs
No glassNo 
beak
Figure 6: Learned Explainable Decision Tree on aPY using our XOC model and the attribute loss (λ = 0.25). We show the
first decisions of the most likely path for each class and give each decision a human-understandable meaning based on the
class attribute that was used at each node.
Not furry Not vertical Not metal No snout No wood
WoodFurry Vertical Metal Has snout
Figure 7: Qualitative Explanation of Classification of Two Chairs in APY. We show the binary decisions made for two images
of a chair along with the current label prediction at each step. The upper path corresponds to when the attribute is not present
for a given class. Both images follow the same path except for the last shown decision of whether the object is made of wood.
The one chair for which our model decides it is not made of wood is ultimately incorrectly classified.
Table 5: Shared hyperparameters across datasets.
Hyperparameter Value
Optimizer Adam[17]
λ 0.25
Initial τ 5
Initial learning rate 0.001
Learning rate schedule factor 0.1
Batch size 100
Stopping threshold 0.95
Table 6: Varying hyperparameters per datasets.
Hyperparameter AWA2 aPY CUB MNIST CIFAR10 ImageNet
Epochs 150 200 500 50 50 200
Maximum binary decisions 30 20 32 4 6 34
Learning rate schedule step size 40 40 150 30 30 40
Learned attribute size for IOC 40 30 100 - - -
B. Code and Hyperparameters
Table 5 & 6 report all hyperparameters that are tuned for our XOC and IOC models along their final configuration. The
hyperparameters are chosen based on the validation set performance.
